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Analyzing Symbiosis on SMT Processors Using a 
Simple Co-scheduling Scheme 

Sammanfattning 
Simultanous Multithreading (SMT) är ett koncept för att möjligöra effektivare utnyttjande 
av processorer genom att exekvera flera trådar samtidigt på en enda processorkärna, vilket 
leder till att systemet kan nyttjas till större grad. Om flera trådar använder samma funktons-
enheter i procesorkärnan kommer effektiviteten att minska eftersom detta är ett scenario 
när SMT inte kan omvandla thread-level parallelism (TLP) till instruction-level parallelism 
(ILP). I tidigare arbete av de Blanche och Lundqvist föreslår de en simpel schemalägg-
ningsprincip – genom att anta att flera instanser av samma program använder samma resur-
ser, bör dessa inte tillåtas att samköras. I detta arbete tillämpar vi deras princip på processo-
rer med stöd för SMT, med motiveringen att flera identiska trådar använder samma funkt-
ionsenheter inom processorkärnan. Vi påvisar detta genom att förhindra program från att 
exekveras simultant med identiska program härleder till att SMT kan omvandla TLP till 
ILP oftare, när jobb inte kan utnyttja ILP självständigt. Intuitivt visar vi även att genom 
sakta ned ILP genom att göra det motsatta kan vi lindra belastningen på minnessystemet. 
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Analyzing Symbiosis on SMT Processors Using a 
Simple Co-scheduling Scheme 

Summary 

Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) allows for more efficient processor utilization through 
co-executing multiple threads on a single processing core, increasing system efficiency and 
throughput. Multiple co-executing threads share the functional units of a processing core 
and if the threads use the same functional units, efficiency decreases as this is a scenario 
where SMT cannot convert thread-level parallelism (TLP) to instruction-level parallelism 
(ILP). In previous work by de Blanche and Lundqvist, they propose a simple co-scheduling 
principle -- co-scheduling multiple instances of the same job should be considered a bad 
co-schedule as they are more likely to use the same resources. In this thesis, we apply their 
principle on SMT processors with the rationale that identical threads should use the same 
functional units within a processing core. We demonstrate that by disallowing jobs to co-
execute with itself we enable SMT to convert TLP to ILP more often and that this is true if 
jobs cannot exploit ILP by themselves. Intuitively, we also show that slowing down ILP by 
doing the opposite can alleviate the stress on the memory system. 
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Abstract—Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) allows for more
efficient processor utilization through co-executing multiple
threads on a single processing core, increasing system effi-
ciency and throughput. Multiple co-executing threads share
the functional units of a processing core and if the threads
use the same functional units, efficiency decreases as this is a
scenario where SMT cannot convert thread-level parallelism
(TLP) to instruction-level parallelism (ILP). In previous work
by de Blanche and Lundqvist, they propose a simple co-
scheduling principle – co-scheduling multiple instances of
the same job should be considered a bad co-schedule as they
are more likely to use the same resources. In this thesis, we
apply their principle on SMT processors with the rationale
that identical threads should use the same functional units
within a processing core. We demonstrate that by disallowing
jobs to co-execute with itself we enable SMT to convert TLP to
ILP more often and that this is true if jobs cannot exploit ILP
by themselves. Intuitively, we also show that slowing down ILP
by doing the opposite can alleviate the stress on the memory
system.

Index Terms—Scheduling; Co-scheduling; Multicore; Multi-
threading; SMT; Throughput

1. INTRODUCTION

With few ways left to exploit instruction-level paral-
lelism (ILP), microprocessor manufacturers turned their
focus to increase performance by adding multiple pro-
cessors per chip rather than creating faster unipro-
cessors. Chip-Multiprocessors increases computational
power greatly through thread-level parallelism (TLP) and
task parallelism. Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) [1],
[2], [3] has become a popular technique to improve
processor efficiency even further by allowing multiple
threads to share the functional units of a single pro-
cessing core. This method converts TLP to ILP as it
compensates for low single-thread ILP, greatly improving
instruction throughput. In [4], Tuck and Tullsen observed
system throughput ranging from 0.90 to 1.58, and an
average speedup of 1.20, when running a mix of SPEC

benchmarks on an Intel Pentium 4 processor with Intel’s
SMT implementation Hyperthreading. They also report
speedups ranging from 1.02 and 1.67 when running
SPLASH parallel benchmarks.

Increasing on-chip parallelism introduces contention
when programs needs to access shared resources. Re-
source contention can slow down the execution of a
program to the point where it would be more beneficial
to run jobs sequentially. As observed in [5], two co-
scheduled programs experienced a super linear slowdown
due to memory traffic contention. Because of this, co-
scheduling jobs that uses the same resources should
be avoided. A way to tackle this problem is resource-
aware co-scheduling which estimates the most efficient
ways to co-schedule jobs [6], [7]. Although co-scheduling
jobs based on resource usage can be complex and time
consuming [8], [9]. Snavely and Tullsen [10] coined the
term symbiosis which describes how well jobs get along
when sharing a processing core. They also introduced
their co-scheduling scheme Sample, Optimize, Symbios
which samples hardware counters and uses heuristics to
achieve higher levels of symbiosis in a running set of jobs.
Using this scheme, they observed an average increase in
system throughput by 17% compared to a naive operating
systems scheduler.

In [11], [12] de Blanche and Lundqvist proposes a
simple scheme to co-scheduling processes, instead of
trying to find the best co-schedules they eliminate the
worst co-schedules by disallowing multiple instances of
the same job to run at the same time on the same server.
This is based on the rationale that multiple instances of
the same job are more likely to use the same shared
resources. Applying this scheme on an SMT processor
should allow SMT to convert TLP to ILP more often
as two identical threads might use the same resources
within a single processing core. The contribution of this
thesis work is to evaluate the scheme’s impact on SMT
processors in terms of overall system throughput. We do
this by first performing a full factor evaluation, running
all possible combinations of jobs from the SpecCPU2006
suite on two threads sharing a processing core. Then,
we continue our evaluation by expanding the running



set of jobs. We describe our experimental setup and
methodology in Section 3, after which we present our
results in Section 4. Then, we conclude this paper with
discussion and conclusion in Section 5 and 6, respectively.

2. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

SMT is an approach developed to alleviate the unfa-
vorable elements of ILP [13], since there are cases where
difficulties might occur to exploit ILP to full extent. By co-
executing multiple low ILP threads on a single processing
core, SMT can translate TLP to ILP. Another benefit of
SMT is when a superscalar processor fetches multiple
instructions, and there is a data dependency between the
instructions [14], a wait time is typically introduced where
the instructions needs to be executed as the program
order intended, thus resulting in unused issue slots and
latency. With Thread-Level Parallelism (TLP), SMT can
hide this latency by letting the processor switch to a
parallel thread that is ready to execute, which can help
with issues such as the memory wall [15], [16]. SMT allows
for efficient resource utilization by allowing the processor
to fetch and issue instructions from multiple threads
simultaneously. However, the threads share processor re-
sources such as instruction fetch mechanism, execution
units, cache etc. This means that the performance of each
job will be lower when running with other jobs than when
it has exclusive access to the core. Eeckhout et al [17]
proposes the metric System Throughput (STP) to quantify
the amount of jobs completed by the system per unit of
time. STP is defined as

ST P =
n∑

i=1

C sti

C smti
(1)

where n quantifies the number of jobs in the running
job mix, Cst and Csmt are the execution times for job
i during single threaded and multithreaded execution,
respectively. STP of a single threaded job when run-
ning alone is 1, even with unfair scheduling. STP equals
Weighted Speedup as defined by Snavely and Tullsen [10]
but uses execution time rather than Instructions Per Cycle
and is a higher-is-better metric.

According to [4], the benefits of co-scheduling jobs
using SMT is still sufficient enough to outperform the
method of running jobs sequentially, the adversity lies in
determining what jobs should be co-scheduled. This area
of research has been the subject of others such as Snavely
and Tullsen [10], who pioneered the term symbiosis which
refers to the effectiveness of which multiple jobs achieve
when co-executing on multithreaded machines. They also
introduced their co-scheduling scheme Sample, Optimize,
Symbios (SOS). As the name suggests, the scheduler takes
a set of jobs as a sample, then examines hardware per-
formance counters and uses heuristics to swap jobs in
and out of the running job mix to find a more optimal
co-schedule. Eeckhout et al [17] then introduced a prob-
abilistic model for co-scheduling on SMT processors to

remove the cold start (Sample) phase of SOS and avoid
heuristics when scheduling processes.

de Blanche and Lundqvist [11], [12] proposes a differ-
ent approach to co-scheduling, by disallowing the same
instance of the same program to run on the same server
they can eliminate some of the worst co-schedules. This
is based on the rationale that multiple instances of the
same job are more likely to use the same resources. Even
if a job is computationally bound and is not dependent
on shared resources, there can be much to gain by not
co-scheduling it with itself. To illustrate this with an
example we try to schedule two instances of a com-
putationally bound program, job A, with two instances
of a memory bandwidth bound program, job B, on two
dual core systems. In this scenario, there are two ways
of scheduling these jobs as seen in Figure 1. Figure 1a
shows the first way of scheduling, where all instances of
the same job are co-scheduled, both instances of job B
will experience a 100% slowdown in execution time due
to resource contention resulting in an average slowdown
of 50%. Figure 1b shows the second way of scheduling,
where all instances of the same program are separated. In
this schedule both instances of job B has exclusive access
to the memory bus, resulting in a 0% average slowdown.

Figure 1. Example showing a bad schedule (a) and a good schedule (b)
of multiple instances of job A, a computationally bound program and
job B, a memory bandwidth bound program

de Blanche and Lundqvist applied their scheme by
running jobs on dual and quad core machines [11], [12].
They observed an average slowdown decrease from 6,6%
to 5,9%, and 53,5% to 45,7%, on dual core and quad
core systems, respectively. Applying their scheme on SMT
processors should allow SMT to convert TLP to ILP more
often as multiple instances of the same job is more likely
to use the same resources within a single processing
core. To put this in perspective, we try to co-schedule
two instances of job A, an integer based job, and two
instances of job B, a floating point based job, on a dual
core system with an SMT level of two as seen in Figure
2. If we were to co-schedule the jobs according to Figure
2a, both cores would have unused execution units. But
co-scheduling according to Figure 2b would allow SMT
to convert TLP to ILP. However, this is only the case if



a job cannot exploit ILP efficiently by itself. We describe
our experimental setup to test this is Section 3.

Figure 2. Example of how separating job A, an integer based job, and
job B, a floating point based job (b) can allow SMT to convert TLP
to ILP more efficiently. The first co-schedule (a) would lead to unused
functional units.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We perform all our tests on a Xeon E5-2650 v4 Broad-
well based processor equipped with 12 physical cores and
Intel’s Hyperthreading [18] with an SMT level of two and
32 GB RAM, running Centos 7.3. All following experiments
rely on the benchmarks provided in the SpecCPU2006
suite [19]. In [12] they describe the need for a dummy
process to expose the other running programs to constant
co-scheduling pressure during the whole execution time
as described in Figure 3. This is used throughout all
experiments in this thesis work.

Figure 3. Description of how the execution of dummy processes acts as
constant co-scheduling pressure during the whole execution time.

We begin with, in Section 4.1, running all possible
combinations of two jobs from the SpecCPU2006 suite on
two threads sharing the same processor core to perform
a full factor evaluation. From this, we present statistical
observations and quantify the effect of disallowing a job
to run with another instances of itself (pairs) in terms of
system throughput.

In the second experiment, Section 4.2, we sample job
mixes from the complete list of jobs from the SpecCPU
suite. Each job mix is comprised of two unique jobs and
each job mix runs through four different tests, increasing
the amount of instances of each job in every test, as
described in Table 1.

TABLE 1. DESCRIPTION OF HOW EACH TEST INCREASES THE NUMBER OF

JOB INSTANCES TO RUN

Instances of Job A Instances of Job B Total Jobs
Test 1 2 2 4
Test 2 4 4 8
Test 3 6 6 12
Test 4 12 12 24

In each test, we co-schedule the jobs according to two
co-scheduling schemes. Figure 2a shows the first scheme
which co-schedules all pairs, as in two instances of the
same job runs on the same core (pairs). The second
scheme, as seen in Figure 2b, disallows pairs. For future
reference, we call these schemes AllPairs and NoPairs,
respectively. We run a total of 30 unique job mixes, com-
paring system throughput of both co-scheduling schemes
in each test.

4. RESULTS

This section presents the results from all experiments
as explained in section 3.

4.1. Full Factor Evaluation

As an initial experiment, we run all possible combi-
nations of jobs from the SpecCPU suite on two threads
sharing the same processing core to perform a full factor
evaluation. Overall, we observe STP ranging from 0,91 to
1,45, and an average speedup of 1,26. Compared to the
average STP, running a program with another instance
of itself averages an STP of 1,18. Figure 4 illustrates the
average STP for a given job when co-scheduled with any
other job from the SpecCPU suite, compared to when it
is co-scheduled with itself.

Figure 4. Average STP for a given job when co-scheduled with any other
job from the SpecCPU2006 suite compared to when it is co-scheduled
with itself (pair).

Co-scheduling two instances of the same job on the
same processing core (pairs) yields lower STP than the
average of all other possible combinations 26 out of 28
times, as seen in Figure 4.



Figure 5. An illustration of how many co-scheduling combinations results in higher and lower STP than pairs. The Y-axis represents all jobs from
the SpecCPU2006 suite and the x-axis represents all possible combinations for a given job.

Figure 5 illustrates how many combinations yields
higher and lower system throughput than pairs. If we
disallow pairs, we can find a higher STP co-schedule 21
out of 28 times on average. As Figure 5 is based on STP,
the execution time of the co-scheduled job is considered.
Out of all combinations, seen in Figure 5, there is only
two occurrences where pairs are among the better half of
all co-scheduling possibilities. Overall it is quite clear that
pairs are overrepresented among the worst co-scheduling
options. However, as disallowing pairs only removes 28
out of 406 combinations, it barely affects the average STP,
producing an average speedup of 0,25%.

4.2. Further Evaluation

As described in Section 3, in this experiment we
sample 30 unique job mixes, as seen in Table 3, and
run them through four tests, increasing the number of
instances of each job in every test. By running jobs in this
fashion, we can evaluate the scheme’s impact on system
throughput as we introduce more resource contention. In
each test, no job has exclusive access to a processing core,
i.e. the number of physical processing cores we utilize in
each test is half of the running job mix, as described in
table 2.

TABLE 2. HARDWARE CONTEXTS USED IN EACH TEST

Total jobs Physical Cores Logical Cores
Test 1 4 2 4
Test 2 8 4 8
Test 3 12 6 12
Test 4 24 12 24

As we still use STP to quantify the amount of jobs
completed by the system per unit of time, the STP value
itself will increase in each test as there are more jobs

in the running job mix due to the increase in hardware
contexts. As an example of this, running four jobs se-
quentially would always yield an STP of 1 and running
four jobs in parallel would yield an STP of 4, assuming
they do not experience any slowdown or a superlinear
speedup.

TABLE 3. THE RANDOM SAMPLES OF JOB MIXES

mix 1 bzip2 & gemsFDTD mix 16 libquantum & lbm
mix 2 bzip2 & wrf mix 17 lbm & povray
mix 3 gcc & bzip2 mix 18 bwaves & povray
mix 4 gcc & xalancbmk mix 19 cactusADM & mcf
mix 5 bwaves & xalancbmk mix 20 cactusADM & libquantum
mix 6 zeusmp & sjeng mix 21 povray & gromacs
mix 7 leslie3d & gcc mix 22 gobmk & povray
mix 8 leslie3d & namd mix 23 povray & sjeng
mix 9 leslie3d & dealII mix 24 hmmer & h264ref
mix 10 namd & gcc mix 25 gemsFDTD & wrf
mix 11 namd & gobmk mix 26 libquantum & gromacs
mix 12 gobmk & wrf mix 27 lbm & gcc
mix 13 dealII & sjeng mix 28 omnetpp & xalancbmk
mix 14 povray & libquantum mix 29 astar & bzip2
mix 15 gemsFDTD & h264ref mix 30 astar & gemsFDTD

In the first test we run a total of four jobs, two
instances of each job, as if we had a dual core processor
with SMT. With all job mixes, except two, the NoPairs co-
scheduling scheme produces higher system throughput
than AllPairs, as seen in Figure 6. Comparing NoPairs
to AllPairs, the difference in STP ranges from -1,67%
to 14,51%, and an average increase of 4,32%. When we
disallow pairs SMT can exploit ILP through TLP if the
jobs cannot exploit ILP themselves. This property of SMT
is difficult to exploit if we allow pairs, as the multiple
instances of the same job are more likely to use the same
resources within the processing core, as we described in
Section 2.



Figure 6. Results from Test 1 where we co-schedule two instances of
each unique job in the job mix, adding up to four total jobs.

Figure 7. Results from Test 2 where we co-schedule four instances of
each unique job in the job mix, adding up to eight total jobs.

Figure 8. Results from Test 3 where we co-schedule six instances of each
unique job in the job mix, adding up to twelve total jobs.

Figure 9. Results from Test 4 where we co-schedule twelve instances
each unique job in the job mix, adding up to 24 total jobs.

However, from the second test where we run four
instances of each job, as if we had a quad core system
with SMT, six job mixes benefits from running AllPairs as
it results in higher STP as, seen in Figure 7. As an example,
job mix 9 shows an STP of 3,84 when running AllPairs
compared to 3,67 with NoPairs. This is the cause of
running two jobs which requires a high degree of off-chip
resources. In [16] Machanik describes that the aggressive
pursuit of ILP can be in conflict of addressing the memory
wall issue, and as we described earlier we can convert
TLP to ILP more often using the NoPairs co-scheduling
scheme. By running AllPairs we can slow down ILP and
alleviate the stress on the memory system. To put this
in context we use job mix 9 from Test 3 as an example,
as seen in Table 4. We observe that running AllPairs can
slow down the execution of Job 1 and by doing so, Job
2 experiences a greater increased speedup compared to
the slowdown of Job 1, yielding higher overall system
throughput.

TABLE 4. EXAMPLE OF JOB MIX 9 FROM TEST 3 WHICH BENEFITS FROM

RUNNING IDENTICAL THREADS ON THE SAME PROCESSING CORE.

NoPairs AllPairs
Job 1 1,66 1,60
Job 2 2,43 2,90
Realized STP 4,09 4,50

In the third test, we run six instances of each job, as if
we had a hex core processor with SMT, as seen in Figure
8. As we introduce more contention to the running set of
jobs, more job mixes benefits from running AllPairs, but
NoPairs still yields higher STP for 19 out of 30 job mixes.
In addition to the SMT co-scheduling schemes we also
run the 12 jobs with each job running independently on
a processing core, as if we had a dodeca core processor
without SMT. We observe that when we hit the memory
wall, physical cores have no performance gain compared
to logical cores with SMT. This is the case for eight
different job mixes, as seen in Figure 8. However, in cases
where resource contention is low and jobs can exploit
ILP efficiently by themselves, physical cores shows greater
system throughput. When jobs cannot exploit ILP the



performance increase by utilizing physical cores without
SMT diminishes. There are also a few cases where physi-
cal cores offer greater throughput, but not as substantial
as other situations, such as job mix 8 compared to job
mix 23 in Figure 8. This is a situation where we notice
contention but the introduction of more cores also gives
us access to more L2 caches. We observe this as the co-
schedule with physical cores results in less cache misses,
compared to the SMT co-schedules, as seen in Table 5.

TABLE 5. TOTAL CACHE MISSES DURING THE WHOLE EXECUTION TIME

AND STP FOR JOB MIX 8 FROM TEST 3 (CO-EXECUTING SIX INSTANCES OF

EACH UNIQUE JOB)

NoPairs AllPairs Physical cores

Total Cache misses 9,63×1010 9,37×1010 8,71×1010

Job 1 execution time (s) 926 909 916
Job 2 execution time (s) 761 829 508
Realized STP 5,54 5,73 7,64

As the processor used in our tests has one L2 cache
at 256 KB per core , running one job per core eliminates
the competition for L2 cache compared to running with
SMT, which in turn alleviates some of the stress on the
memory bus.

In the final test, we run 12 instances of each job,
15 out of 30 job mixes benefits from NoPairs, as seen
in Figure 9. These job mixes experience up to 13,73%
speedup compared to AllPairs. However, the rest of the
job mixes experiences up to a 12,92% slowdown when
running NoPairs. There are also a few job mixes that
would benefit from running 12 jobs at a time without
SMT compared to 24 jobs with SMT, as seen in Table 6.
The STP for running 24 jobs in parallel is an average of
both co-scheduling schemes. On the other hand, some
job mixes experienced great increases in STP, such as job
mix 11 which saw an increase in STP from 11,89 to 16,31
when running on 12 physical cores compared to running
on 24 logical cores, respectively.

TABLE 6. FIVE JOB MIXES THAT BENEFITS FROM RUNNING 24 JOBS

SEQUENTIALLY ON 12 PHYSICAL CORES RATHER THAN 24 LOGICAL CORES

WITH SMT

STP when running 12 jobs
sequentially without SMT

STP when running
24 jobs in parallel with SMT

Mix 2 7,64 6,60
Mix 4 6,79 6,25
Mix 5 5,85 5,13
Mix 7 2,97 2,82
Mix 19 5,03 4,81

To summarize all tests, we observe that disallowing
jobs to share the same processing core with another
instance of itself allows SMT to exploit ILP through TLP
more often. This is true if the jobs cannot exploit ILP well.
On the other hand, as we reach more off-chip resource
contention, slowing down ILP by co-scheduling pairs
can alleviate the stress on other subsystems, resulting in
higher system throughput

5. DISCUSSION

Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) enables more ef-
fective processor utilization by allowing multiple threads
to share a single processing core. As multiple identical
thread might use the same functional units within a pro-
cessing core, disallowing this should allow SMT to convert
thread-level parallelism to instruction-level parallelism
more often. Our full factor evaluation does not show any
protrusive examples of this, except that running a job
against another instance of itself (pairs) almost always
results in below average system throughput.

Our main findings consist of the conclusions drawn in
Section 4.2, if we do not reach resource contention (e.g.
on a dual core system with SMT as in the first test) dis-
allowing pairs allows for more effective translation from
TLP to ILP. But as we reach the memory wall, slowing
down ILP by co-scheduling pairs can be beneficial for
overall system throughput. Although, the tests are not
extensive enough to draw any conclusion regarding the
schemes impact on average speedup but should rather
act as a proof of concept.

Throughout all our tests we have used dummy pro-
cesses, as described in Section 3, to expose the other
running jobs to constant co-scheduling pressure. The
first problem with this is that it mimics a system which
is constantly under load, which may or may not be
representative of a real-world scenario. The second issue
with dummies is the effect it has on the performance
metric System Throughput (STP). As none of our results
include the execution time of dummies, the system has
completed more jobs per unit of time than represented by
our calculations. This turns STP from a system perceived
metric to a user perceived metric, as it quantifies how
many jobs an already busy system completes per unit
of time. A consequence of this is also apparent in our
full factor evaluation. When co-scheduling pairs in that
scenario, the execution time of the two jobs are always
identical, which means that dummies only has an effect
on co-schedules not containing pairs. Not running dum-
mies should have a positive effect on all co-schedules
which disallows pairs throughout our tests.

Although our data confirms our hypothesis, further
evaluation needs to be done to quantify the effect of
the co-scheduling scheme on average system throughput
compared to a naive operating system’s scheduler.

6. CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we show that disallowing identical
threads (pairs) to run on the same core enables Simulta-
neous Multithreading to convert thread-level parallelism
to instruction-level parallelism more often. In our full
factor evaluation, we observe that co-executing pairs fall
below the average system throughput of all other possible
combinations of two jobs 26 out of 28 times. This trend
continues in our full factor evaluation. We also show that
slowing down ILP by co-executing pairs can alleviate the



stress on subsystems, such as memory, resulting in higher
system throughput.
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